CIGAR MENU
WINSTON CHURCHILL BELICOSO - TRAVELLER

£8.25

H.UPMANN CORONAS JUNIOR

£9.00

DAVIDOFF 702 SERIES ENTREACTO

£14.50

PUNCH PETIT CORONATION

£11.00

HOYO DE MONTERREY PETIT ROBUSTO

£13.50

ROMEO Y JULIETA SHORT CHURCHILL

£18.90

WINSTON CHURCHILL - CHURCHILL – ARISTOCRAT

£28.00

MONTECRISTO N4

£14.10

DAVIDOFF NICARAGUA ROBUSTO - TUBOS

£24.00

PARTAGAS SERIE D N4

£20.10

COHIBA SIGLO II

£21.00

DAVIDOFF GRAND CRU TORO

£31.00

The palate is delighted with pepper notes, dark coffee, wood and spices
accompanied by a creamy aftertaste and rich aroma.
Light to medium bodied. Creamy with hints of coffee and nutty flavour.
Affords a dense smoke with harmonious notes of leather, pepper and spices in
a Short Corona format.
Medium bodied. The sweet wood flavour and character is attributed by honey
and wet earth flavours.
Light bodied. Richness and spiciness in this short smoke with cedar and
cappuccino character. Nutty and flavourful.
Medium bodied. An easy drawing, medium flavour, light strength cigar that is
sweet in taste from the first to the last puff.
Aficionados will appreciate the sophisticated aromas and subtle flavours,
which change and develop as you make your way along the rich and generous
format.
Full bodied flavour. Very fine cigar, typical Cuban taste/smell/draw. Strong
and serious, it is without any doubt a big Habano in a small body.
The cigar develops a creaminess at the end of the second third. During the
last third, the cigar keeps building on the second third, delivering growing
excitement and balance.
Full bodied flavour. Quite spicy at the beginning, then calms down and offers
flavours of precious wood and cinnamon. Medium power. The flavours are very
powerful and balanced. The finish is smooth and soothing.
A medium bodied and full flavoured cigar
The beautiful Toro format introduces itself with a charming, creamy
sweetness. In the second third expect discover subtle milky coffee notes.
The Toro is, until the very last puff, a pleasantly surprising and utterly
charming cigar.
Guests must be 18yrs or older to purchase Cigars and Tobacco related items at Smith & Whistle

